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Q. "President" 1967-69 - note of material received at council meeting.

Draft of lines of machine

be placed in cabinet in 1967-68.

had select


Note of receiving - ken things

nor select. Colleagues & Friends offered

Mkt. Note of Meeting - WC, etc. 1966-67

all present attended. Present, Met with

museums

Cori

R. Vickers - 1965 - MEMO FROM RECORD

(Rev. v. 1965-72)

as usual from 1972

few from 1970

few from frequent in earlier years.

C. 1972 01/ CHRONO 

- few reports of leaders & public mention

- report of channel to economic workers

20 Oct 1972 letter to Rev. and

enclosures from various files.
letter to Burlington (7/14/72) asking
for draft of letter from official
might send to Senator William
Down, D-Iowa, saying in the article
"the article"
1717 22 Cadillac AV
"The Burlington Review"
26 July, 72 move to OD to
of meeting of Russian
1745 - news, quiet, etc
January
"and get letter to Senator
he has then test"
ALT. notes of meeting with Pres., HAK, PF168
(see "1971-1972")

Meeting w/ Pres. John Cebal 1100 Oct 8, 1971

"Presidential Memo"

Reference to "History of Vietnam Peace Corps" prepared in mid-1972 on
the eventual attainment of this peace

good deal of crap, confusion, a linear effort
I think, info on OP/PRC

Mark Gress
etc.

8) "1971-091 CHRON HELM

29 Oct 71

memos to Harry from Helms

Subject: Rev. A. Nixon

1. This is a monthly report on subject

which you requested

2. [Your admission]

5) HELM: 091 CHRON 01 1970 (Jan-Jun)

17 June 1970

Memos from Pres. to Pres. Tankersley from Helms

Ambassador private, re: liaison to

from relations with Chinein, Khakhong
The Honorable Robert F. Kennedy

MEMORANDUM

FOR: The Honorable Robert F. Kennedy

The Attorney General

Washington, D.C.

In accordance with your request of 11 March 61 and your request hereof, I am submitting herewith an attached sealed envelope, a copy of a letter

sent by Senator Edward M. Kennedy, D of Mass., to the Senate for a fact on which we have agreed.

Date: 15 July, 1961

Sincerely,

R. Kennedy

[Sealed Letter]

Reader: Kennedy Date: 20 March 1967
Helm recalls produced

1. A small envelope containing sheets of interoffice memos for years 1965 - 1973 when he left agency.
   - Particularly
   - Mostly old, the memos have some
   - no explanations
   - sometimes only a
   - re-submitted for very rare

2. Helms' Chron files

a. "1965 - DD/PA Chron + DDCI"

b. "R. Helms - CHRONO - 1966" Jan - June

c. HELMS DCL CHRONO July - Dec. '66

d. "R. HELMS - DCL - CHRONO - 1967
   JAN - JULY"

e. "R. HELMS - DCL - CHRONO 1967
   Aug thru Dec."

f. "R. HELMS - DCL - CHRONO 1968

f. HELMS DCL CHRONO 1969

g. HELMS DCL CHRONO 1969

h. DCL (Helms) CHRONO #2 1970

i. HELMS DCL CHRONO 1970
1. 1971-DCI CHRONO HELMS
2. 1972 DCI CHRONO HELMS
3. Miscellaneous
   a. "R. HELMS - MEMOS FOR RECORD" 1971-64
   b. "R. HELMS - 1975 - MEMOS FOR RECORD" 1975-78
   c. "PRESIDENT 1967-68"
   d. "RH'S notes of mtgs with Pres., 1971-72"
   e. "KIRBY - NSC"
   f. "NOTE - M. HELMS"
   g. Misc. Notes of Meetings - NSC 1970-72
10. None.

10. Ambassador Riordan and meeting w/ Mogger 17 Dec 18 in case of delay w/ (EB1?) present by C/N, pea + port. Renew, elect.

"10. Howard - Kenna

WHA talk
(a) layout w/ enablers
(b) catch
(c) NCB - IT IT IT

10. Phone logs. - News

Kenneth - Nelson

Phone logs. - President 65-67

2d. None.

26. MEMORANDUM FOR - THE PRESIDENT

17 Nov 1967

President, my organ. exp. that I
make comments about my recent re
port, students, unrest, and with
President, I think you will find it
amounts to a general letter,
behave prepared the attached study.
[ some letters ]
handwritten note of opinion by John Renard on 25 Jul 1962.

Denied appeal complaining re
sudden burden of FBI due increase
of incidents

complain that for 5 years been dead
no real coverage
"stipped to 60.65"
no 50 pers. for
I call attention to her less decent.

24th pres. reelection in Alaska.

Meeting w/ Ben in Chile at 1000 April 15 70
Mitchell, HAK

1 chance in 10 to see Chile

- discussion made the cut, screen
28 July 1970

MEMO

FOR THE RECORD

Subject: Dr. J. H._presented an article on Dementia Intelligence

Copy AC head, head, 

Press instructions - "Dementia Intelligence until this morning"

Did not have 3rd of June, to

print, chance by 481

F. Report on Dr. 0 Juhn

28 June 71

For the Director

1. Medical & follows

phone call from Mayor

Mayor asked to p from to
call off exhibition of Morgan & John

Leichter

ask for Stegner, at 11:00 a.m.

request that they continue their

person

direct from appearing to any source

that may eventually expose

J.
29 Nov 71 "Chesnua (Mech)"
agenda (handwritten)
press notice "Wotzup!"
+ "Self-Realization"

22 April 70
handwritten note indicating, "Pres. to tell Mrs. Mansfield
several a.m. for recall only,
+ on 072

29 Nov 71 "Chesnua (Mech)"
agenda (handwritten)
press notice "Wotzup!"
+ "Self-Realization"

30 Jan 1864

Memorandum of Record
Subject: F.R.R. C.C. Jacob and Woman
I again writing to Votch
for the house John (Mech)
his wife to consider
and reply
sent to be received

more

more

more
Meeting of Jan. on 18 Oct 72

Handwriting:

1. What was promised by C114 in terms of the U.S. offer?

2. Do you wish to receive our latest 10 US offer?

3. Let us know if you oppose the fund. Parliament to be caught by surprise. Please think 21111 if you feel obliged to release any additional information.

-Brendenost 24/10/72

1. Challenge re C114 implication by defaulter (as outlined in Warren's memo of 21.1.72)

2. C114 will test if essential to hand all sides of C114 much

3. (Hand return to be sent in Brendenost 21111 by U.S. offer) (subject to Govt. US offer in charge of case)
Thank 21 Sept 1971

1. Add new row of Taylor records
2. Add row of Bopp (Taffy Buck)

3. Hawkins report

4. Hendricks report

Dean Griffiths

Alan Michael Acra

1. 16 report by Cottom 1971
   Still Action + Remarks + Records

Ken, Ted

1. Two SNIE's

and 3rd page on all per

else the above
Declassifications

1. Lab Landon
2. Evelyn M. Carr
3. B. P. Poy
4. Dean Eas

Call John E. Tucker

3. Re B. & P. press
   a) Press Comm. report
   b) Press Comm. report on B. P.
   c) B. & P. press on question

4. Dean reports
   a) What press have
   b) Retailer reports
   c) Last channel talk

5. All mail works
   a) P. in the
   b) Remains
   c) Can we put together whole story
   d) Need to consult re declaratory

Regret

[Signature]

1. Sharon Anderson
yellow handwritting chart

Meeting w/ Pres. & HR - 00:00

00:10 + 00:10 she briefed

Items include:

agaas

De. of Prop.

field law cours & Name

assasinations (Owen, Dublin Center)

demoritic organization

(Tel 67 NOAA) (RFREE)